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ABSTRACT 
The acyclic tournaments of order n form the linear ordering polytopr, P;J,,. Tht~ 
generalized transitive tournaments of order n form the polytope P(l, which contains 
the linear ordering polytope. It is known that the integral extreme points c!f’ P(’ 
coincide with those of PC,,. Dridi showed that P if0 = P[ for n < 5, while for I) > ,5 
Pito c P;!. Borobia gave a complete characterization of the extreme points of P/l with 
values in {O, 1, i}. It was mentioned by Brualdi and IIwang that no extreme points of 
P(f with values not in {O, 1, i} are known. In this paper we present a method li)r 
obtaining il family of extreme points of P;l with valr~~ not in (0, 1, +), blir also prov<~ 
that these non-half-integral extreme points of P(! violate certain diagonal inequalities 
which are facet defining for P;J,,. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS 
Let D,, = (V,, A,) be a complete digraph on n nodes. For any set A, let 
R A denote the set of all real vectors indexed by A. Following Brualdi and 
Hwang [2], the generalized transitive tournament polytope is defined by the 
set of all vectors x E RAn, n >, 3, satisfying 
Xij + Xji = 1, i #j, 
xij + Xjk + Xki > 1, i, j, k distinct, (1) 
xii > 0, i #j. 
Following Grijtchel, Jiinger, and Reinelt [7], the generalized transitive tourna- 
ment polytope is denoted by PG. 
A tournament on V is a digraph containing for all u # v E V either the 
arc (u, v) or the arc (0, u>, but not both. The linear ordering polytope P;j, is 
defined as the convex hull of the incidence vectors of the acyclic tournaments 
on V,,. It is known that P Lo c PC” and that the integral extreme points of PC” 
coincide with those of PLO. PC” plays an important role in cutting plane 
algorithms for solving the linear ordering problem [7]. An example of a 
nonintegral extreme point of PC”, for n = 6, was given by Cruse [4]. Dridi [5] 
showed that P&, = PC” for n < 5, while Plo c PC” for n > 5. Brualdi and 
Hwang [2] gave a partial characterization of the extreme points of PC” and 
Borobia [l] gave a complete characterization of the extreme points of PC” 
with values in (0, 1, i). It is mentioned in [2] that no extreme points of PC” 
with values not in {0, 1, i} are known. Herein we present, for n > 8, a 
method for obtaining a family of extreme points of PC” with values not in 
{O, 1, i}. It remains an open problem if all extreme points of PC” with 
n = 6,7 are half-integral. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with basic facts on graph theory 
(see, for example, [3]) and polyh e ra combinatorics (see, for example, [13]). d 1 
Below we introduce some terminology which we are going to use in our 
exposition. 
Let D = (V, A) be a simple digraph, and let w : A + R, be a nonnega- 
tive weight function, where R, is the set of nonnegative real numbers. The 
pair (D, w) is referred to as a weighted digraph. If no weight function is 
given, then we assume w(a) = 1 for all a E A. A [u, v]-dipath is a sequence 
c”, vi,), cVi,> ui,), +. . T (Vi,_,, ui,), (vik, v), with vuil # vi, for 1 #j. A [u, VI-di- 
path together with the arc (0, u> is a (stimpZe) dicycle, sometimes also 
referred to by its ordered list of nodes. Let C’ be a dicycle which is obtained 
from C by replacing a [u, v]-dipath contained in C by an arc (u, u>; then C’ 
is called a subdicycle of C. Let (D, w) be a weighted digraph on n nodes. 
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We say that (D,, w,) is its (corresponding) weighted complete digraph if D,, 
is a complete digraph and if w,(i,j> = w(i,j) for (i,j) E A and w,,(i. j) = 0 
otherwise. 
Let %5’ be the set of all dicycles in D. A &cycle packing of (D, w) is a 
function y : 5%’ --+ R, such that for each a E A, C{ y(C) : a E C, C E %‘} < 
&a), and its value is C( y(C): C E ‘8’). A dicycle couer of (D, w) is a 
function x : A + R, such that for each C E %‘, C{ x(a) : a E C) > 1. A 
minimum dicycle cover of (D, w) is one with the smallest value among all 
dicycle covers, and its value, C{w(a>x(a) : a E A), is denoted by T*(D, ZL.). 
Observe that the equation T*( D, 2~‘) = T*( D,, w,) holds for any weighted 
digraph (D, w> and its weighted complete digraph (D,, , w,,). Sometimes wre 
will also refer to a dicycle cover x and to a weight function u) as vectors in 
R: . Minimum integral dicycle covers are extensively studied by Jiinger [8]. 
Denote by x(C) the formal sum of variables indexed by the arcs of C, i.e. 
r(C) = C{x(i,j):(i,j) E C}. N ow, if (D, w) is a weighted digraph and 
(D,, ,w,,) is its weighted complete digraph, then it is shown in [IO] that 
T*( D, w) = min{u;,l‘r : x E P;‘) (2) 
and that every solution of (1) is a dicycle cover of D,, . 
As is shown in the sequel, the above observation enables us to derive a 
class of non-half-integral extreme points of P,I.. 
A face of a polytope P is either the empty set, or the polytope F 
obtained by replacing some of the inequalities defining P by equations. A 
maximal nonempty face of P, different from P, is called a facet of P. We sa! 
that an inequality aTx < a, is facet defining for P if Y G {x : aTx < oJ and 
{x : Jx = a,,) fl P is a facet of P. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted to the construction 
of a family of extreme points of P&! with values not in {0, i, l}. In Section 3 
we show that these non-half-integral extreme points of Pc’: violate certain 
diagonal inequalities (to be defined latter). These diagonal inequalities arc 
known to be facet defining for P;fo (see Gilboa [6], Suck [14], and Leung and 
L,ee 191). 
2. NON-HALF-INTEGRAL EXTREME POINTS OF P;; 
Herein we present a family of extreme points of P(:, n > 8, with values 
not in (0, 1, $}. We start by proving Lemma 2.1. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Let x^ E R$l. Then x^ is an extreme point of P& n > 3, if 
and only if there is a weighted complete digraph CD,,, w,J such that x^ is the 
unique minimum dicycle cover of CD,,, w,) that satisfies (1). 
Proof. To prove the lemma we use a well-known result stating that g is 
an extreme point of a polyhedron P if and only if there is a vector c such that 
x^ is the unique solution for min{crx : x E P}. Let CD,, w,J be a weighted 
complete digraph, and let x^ E R$ be its unique minimum dicycle cover that 
satisfies (1). Then by (2>, x^ is the unique solution of min{w,Tx : x E PC”} and 
hence an extreme point of Pg. 
Assume now that x^ is an extreme point of PC”. We show below the 
existence of a weight function w, E R$ for which x^ is the unique minimum 
dicycl$ cover of (D,, w,) that satisfies (1). Consider the linear system (I), and 
let (a’ x 2 a;}[,, be the set of all inequalities defining PC” that z? satisfies 
with equality. Note that ai > 0 for i = 1,. . . , s. Define w, = ci=,a’. Then, 
clearly, w,Tx” = Cl= Iat, while wzx > Cf= lah for any other x E P& x # x^. ??
DEFINITION 2.2 [7]. A digraph D = (V, A) with IV1 = 2k, k > 3 is a 
k-fence if V consists of two disjoint sets U = {ui, . . . , uk} and L = II,, . . . , ZkI 
such that 
A = 6 [{(ui, Zi)) U {(Zi,uj): i #j E {I,..., k)}]. 
i=l 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let D = (V, A) b e a digraph with V as in Definition 
2.2, and let 
Then D = (V, A) is termed a k-subfence. 
If D is a k-fence or a k-subfence, then following [7], we call the arcs 
(ui, Zi) pales and the arcs (Zi, uj>, i #j, pickets. 
Observe that every k-subfence is a subdigraph of a k-fence. Figure 1 
illustrates a 4-fence and its 4-subfence with the bold arcs representing the set 
of arcs of the 4-subfence. Figure 2 illustrates the structure of a general 
k-subfence together with a dicycle cover of it as defined in Proposition 2.4 to 
follow. In Figures 2 and 3 the number associated with an arc a corresponds 
to x*(a), the unique minimum dicycle cover of the k-subfence. Whenever a 
number does not appear, the corresponding x*(a) is equal to 0. 
The following proposition shows that every k-subfence has a unique 
minimum dicycle cover. 
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FIG. 1. A -l-fence and its 4-subfence. 
FIG. 2. A structure of a general k-subfence. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let D be a k-subfence. Set x* equal to 
a=(u,,Zi)fori=2 ,..., k, 
otherwise. 
Then x* as a unique minimum &cycle cover of D. 
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Ul 212 743 u4 11 12 13 14 
- 213 213 213 2/3 1 1 1 
l/3 - l/3 2/3 1 l/3 213 1 
l/3 213 - l/3 1 1 l/3 213 
l/3 l/3 213 - 1 213 1 l/3 
l/3 0 0 0 - l/3 l/3 l/3 
0 213 0 l/3 213 - l/3 213 
0 l/3 213 0 213 213 - 113 
0 0 113 213 213 113 213 - 
(4 
FIG. 3. A kubfence with its minimum dicycle cover and the corresponding 
extreme point of P(. 
Proof. Let C be a dicycle in D. Then either C contains the arc (ui, Zi) 
together with at least one additional pale, or else C contains the set of all 
pales excluding (u,, Zi). Hence, x * is indeed a dicycle cover with a value of 
2 - l/(k - 1). I n order to establish optimality we present a dicycle packing 
of D of the same value. Let Ci = (Z,, ui, Zi, ui, Zi> for i = 2,. . . , k, and 
c”=(u,,12’ug,13 )..., u k, I,, u2) be a set of dicycles. Define 
1 
k-l’ 
C = Ci for i = 2,. . . , k, 
Y*(C) = 1 ,. 
l-k_l’ C=C, 
\O otherwise. 
One can easily verify that y * is a dicycle packing of the same value as x*. 
The strong linear programming duality theorem implies that x* is a mini- 
mum dicycle cover and y * is a dicycle packing of the largest value. 
It remains to show uniqueness. Let x be any minimum dicycle cover of 
D. It follows from the definition of y* that the inequalities C{ y*(C) : a E C, 
C E g} < w(a) are tight if and only if a is a pale. Thus, by the complemen- 
tary slackness condition, if a is not a pale, then x(a) = 0. Let (Y = 
min {r(ui, Zi>}:=,. Clearly, the minimality of x implies that x(ui, Z1) = 1 - (Y. 
Using again the complementary slackness condition, one obtains that since 
y*(,Ci) > 0 for i = 2, . . . , k, then x(ui, Zi> = CY for i = 2,. . . , k, and since 
y(C) > 0, then cr = l/(k - 1). w 
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Consider a weighted k-subfence with a weight of t, 1 < t < k - 2, on 
the pale (u,, I,>, and a weight of 1 on any other arc. Then a unique minimum 
dicycle cover of the weighted k-subfence, similar to the one defined in 
Proposition 2.4, can be obtained by using techniques of the same kind. 
The following lemma helps us to show that the minimum dicycle cover of 
a k-subfence (D, W) (with u; = l), as defined in Proposition 2.4, can be 
extended, in a unique way, to a minimum dicycle cover of (D,,, w,,) that 
satisfies the linear system in (1). 
LEMMA 2.5. Let CD,,, w,) be a complete weighted digraph, and let x br 
n dicycle couer of D, satisfying (1). ZJ C{ x(a) : a E C} = 1 fi)r m dicycle C 
in D,,, then C{ x(a) : a E C’) = 1 filr any subdicycle C’ of C. 
Proof. Let x be a dicycle cover of D, that satisfies (1). Suppose 
c = (L$, CiL, . . . ) ?lCk’ ci,> is a dicycle in D,, of length k with X(x(a): a E C} 
= 1. \Ye prove the lemma by induction on k. For k = 2 the lemma is 
obvious. Assume the lemma is true for k - 1. We show its correctness for am 
k > 3. Let C’ = (vi,, uil,. . . , cii_,, u,,) be a subdicycle of C of length k - i. 
and let C” be the dicycle (ui,_ I, ci,, I]~,, zjii _I). Now. s(z;,~_ ,, u,,) + x(0,,, cil. iI 
= 1: thus 
C{x(a):a E C’} + C{x(a):a E C”} 
= C{x(a):nEC} + [x(o,i_,,ut,) +x(oi,,z,i_,)] =2. 
Since n is a dicycle cover, it follows that C{ x(a) : a E C’} = 1. Using the 
above and the induction hypothesis, it is not difficult to verify the correctness 
of the lemma. ??
L,et D be a k-subfence and (D,, , w,) its weighted complete digraph. Let 
x*, C, and Ci, i = 2,. . . , k be as defined in the proof of Proposition 2.4. 
Now, by using Lemma 2.5 and theA fact that .X(x*(a) : a E Ci) = I for 
i = 2,..., k as well as C( x* (a) : a E C} = 1 it follows that xz, given below, 
is the unique minimum dicycle cover of (D,,, w,,) satisfying (1). Hence, b!, 
Lemma 2.1 xX is an extreme point of Pl:. Set Xf as follows: 
k-2 
xX(u,,l,) = k-1’ 
for i=2 >...> k, 
for i=2 k ,...1 > 
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for i = 2,...,k, 
x;(zi,ui+j) = J-1 
k-l 
for i=2 ,..., k-l,j=l,..., k-i, 
j+1 
xZ(“it 'i+j) = k_1 for i=2 ,..., k-l,j=l,..., k-i, 
for i=2 ,..., k-l,j=l,..., k-i. (3) 
The other values of CC,* are derived from the above and the fact that 
x,*(u,v) + x;(v,u) = 1 for all 21 if= 2) E v,. (4) 
An example of such an extreme point with k = 4 is given in Figure 3(a). 
The bold entries in the table correspond to the values associated with the 
minimum dicycle cover of the 4-subfence given in Figure 3(b). 
REMARK. We shall see now how to combine unique minimum dicycle 
covers of (DnI, wn,) and CD,,, w,,> to obtain an extreme point of P:I+,~. Let 
CD,,, w,,) and ( Dn,, w_) be two node distinct weighted complete digraphs 
which have unique minimum dicycle covers, XT and x2*, respectively, that 
satisfy (1). Let D = (V, A) be a digraph with V = V,,, U Vn, and A = A,, U 
An2 U Ku, v): u E V,,,, 0 E I’,,). Let w : A * R, be the following weight 
function: 
w(u) = f-%,(4 if a EA,, for i = 1,2, 
1 otherwise. 
As can be shown, x* defined below is the unique minimum dicycle cover 
of (D,, w,) that satisfies the linear system (1): 
Hence, by Lemma 2.1, x * is an extreme point of PJI+“2. 
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Note that by using (3) and (4) we generate extreme points of P: for any 
even n > 8. This holds because every k-subfence contains an even number 
of nodes. However, if CD,,, ujn,) is a weighted complete digraph of a k-sub- 
fence and D,,, is a digraph consisting of a single node, then using the remark 
above we derive an extreme point of PC” with values not in {0, $, l} for any 
odd II > 8. Observe that the above remark provides us with a sort of “trivial 
lifting” property for the extreme points of P:. Hence we have established 
that: 
THEOREM 2.6. l’& n > 8, has extreme points with Galues not in (0, 1, $}. 
3. DIAGONAL INEQUALITIES 
Griitchel, Jiinger, and Reinelt [7] proved that the inequalities “induced” 
by the k-fences are facet defining inequalities for P%. Note that the 
coefficients in these inequalities, and in the other inequalities introduced in 
[7] and [ll], all have values in (0, 1). Gilboa [6] was the first person to 
introduce a large class of facet defining inequalities of P;lo with coefficients 
not in (0, l}; he called them the diagonal inequalities. Let U = {u,, . . . , ul;}, 
L, = (l,, . . . , Ik) be two disjoint subsets of V,,, and let t be an integer such 
that 1 < t < k - 2. Then the corresponding diagonal inequalities 
k 
t C x(zi, ui) + c x(uj, ZJ < k” - k + +t(t +- 1) (5) 
i=l l<i#j<i 
are facet defining for PEo (see [Id] and [9]). Note that the diagonal inequali- 
ties are exactly the ones “induced’ by the k-fences with a weight of t on each 
pale. Note, further, that these k-fences are obtained from the ones defined in 
Definition 2.2 by reversing the directions of the pales and pickets. For further 
classes of facet defining inequalities of P;fo see [ 1 l] for example. A complete 
description of P;fo by a linear system for n = 6,7 is given in [12]. 
As mentioned before P;fo c P: for n > 5. We now prove that xz E P;l, 
;LS defined in (3) and (4, violates certain diagonal inequalities. Substituting 
the values of X: from (3) and (4) into the left-hand side of (51, we obtain 
k -j 
I&) + 2(k - 1) + ‘2’ ‘c’( s + --), 
j=?, j=l k-l 
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which is equal to 
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& + 2(k - 1) + +(k + l)(k 
Thus the values of t for which the diagonal inequalities 
exactly the values of t for which 
& + 2(k - 1) + +(k + l)(k 
- 2). 
are violated are 
- 2) 
> k(k - 1) + +t(t + 1). 
Set r = k - t; then 2 < r < k - 1. Now, multiplying the last inequality by 
2(k - 1) and replacing t by k - r in it, we find that the last inequality is 
equivalent to the following one: 
r2(k - 1) + ~(7 - 5k) + (4k - 6) < 0 
with 1 < r < 4 - 2/(k - 1) as the set of solutions. This implies that r = 2 
or T = 3, since r is integer and r 2 2. Hence, 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let x,* be an extreme point of PG as defined bq (3) and 
(4). Then x2 violates the diagonal inequality 
t = k - 3, for k > 3 and 1 < t < k - 2. 
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